Technical Solutions
Troubleshooting SDK3 Installation on Linux for Cameralink
sCMOS cameras
The following flowchart is a general checklist for Linux users who have installed SDK3 for a Cameralink sCMOS Andor
camera but are having issues communicating with the camera or exectuting the provided examples. The check list
assumes that the SDK3 has been installed as per the SDK3 user manual.

Has the Bitflow kernel
module built correctly
during installation?

No/
Unsure

Yes

If the file has built successfully you will find the bitflow.ko file in
`<installation dir>/bitflow/drv`, if not then:
Resolution:
- Ensure g++ and the kernel source are available before
attempting to install again.
- Check the kernel version is supported by Bitflow – contact your
local Andor Support representative to confirm
Run the following in a terminal:

Is the Bitflow module
being loaded correctly?

No/
Unsure

`lsmod | bitflow`

If nothing is returned then the module has not been successfully
loaded and there may be a problem with the boot script (rc.local)
Resolution:
- Check that all of the lines mentioned in BitFlowManualConfig.txt
are include, and the path to the BitFlow module is correct.

Yes

To test – open a terminal and type the following command:
Have the environment
variables been set
correctly?

No/
Unsure

`echo $BITFLOW_INSTALL_DIRS`
this should return the correct path to the installation directory.
Note: it is worth checking that the correct 32/64 flag has been
changed in the path.

Yes

The same test should be run with LD_LIBRARY_PATH.

Has the nopat kernel
argument has been added
to the boot instruction?

To check, open a terminal and type
No/
Unsure

`cat /proc/cmdline`
if nopat is not part of the output line then it needs to be added to the
grub config.

Yes

If you are still having issues, contact your local Andor Support Representatives for further assistance.

